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EwING, I~:R.S.,
Dundee"'.
Engineering in University College,
College, Dundee*.

sS the facts of induced magnetism become better known.
known,
increasing interest attaches to molecular theories and
A
increasing difficulty
difficulty attends the theories that are current.
Weber's fundamental
fundamental conception that the molecules of iron
or nick'll
nickel or cobalt are always magnets, and that
tha~ the process
Qf
of magnetizing consists in turning them from many directions
towards one direction, has been strongly confirmed by the
now wen-established
well-established fact that there is a true saturation
value, a finite
finite limit to the intensity of magnetism, which may
be reached or very closely approa~hed
approached by using a strong
magnetic force
t. Without going further back, to enquire
forcer.
(with Ampere)
Amphre) how the molecules come to be magnets, we
may take tbis
this conception as the natural starting-point of a
theory. But when we go on to examine the conditions of
constraint on the part of the rotatable molecules which have
theory square with what is known
been suggested to make the tbeory
about permeability, about residual magnetism and other
effects of magnetic hysteresis, ahout
about the effects of stress, of
temperature, of mechanical vibration, and so forth, we find a
mass of arbitrary assumptions which still leave the subject
* Communicated
Communicated by
by the
the Author,
Author, having'
having been
been read
read before
beforethe Royal
Royal
Society,
Society, June
June 19,
19. 1890.
1890.
t EwingEwing and
and Low,
Low, Phil.
Phil. Trans.,
Trans., 1889,
1889~A,
A~p.
p. 221;
221 ; see
see also
also H. E. J. U.
G.
du Bois,
Bois, Phil.
Phil. Mag.
Mag. April
April 1890.
1890.
Q
Phil. Mag. S,
S. 5. Vol. 30. No. 184. Sept. 1890.
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bristling with
with difficulties.
difficulties. Many
Many of
of the
the phenomena
phenomena suggest,
suggest,
bristling
for instance,
instance, the
the idea
idea that
that there
there is
is aa quasi-frictional
quasi-frictlonal resistan~e
resistance
for
which opposes
opposes the
the turning
turning of
of the
the molecular
molecular magnets;
magnets ; thIs
this
which
notion
notion lends
lends itself
itself well
well to
to account
account for
for the
the most
most obvious
obvious effects
effects
of
of magnetIc
magnetic hysteresis
hysteresis and
and the
the reduction
reduction of
of hysteresis
hysteresis by
by
vibration.
vibration. On
On the
the otbpr
other hand,
hand, it
it conflicts
conflicts with
with the
the fact
tact that
that
even the
the feeblest
feeblest magnetic
magnetic force
force induces
induces some
some magnetism.
m~gnetism.
even
My
My object
object in
in this
this paper is
is to
to refer
refer to
to another
another (and
(~,nd not
not at
at all
all
arbitrary) condition of constraint whic:h
which not an!y
oally suffices
stlfflces
to explain all the pbenomena
phenomena of hystere",is
hysteresis without <llly
any notion
nolion
friction, but seems
seems to have in it abund:l1l
abundantt eapability
capability to
of friction,
for every
every complexity
complexity of magnetic qualil-J.
qnalitr.
account for
In describing Weber's theory, Maxwell points
poiz(ts out that, if
each molecular magnet were perfedly
perfectly free
free to turn, the
force would
would suffiee
suffice to bring the molecules
slightest magnetic force
into complete
co,nple~e parallelism, and thus toproduce
to produce magnetic satuinio
ration. He continues:-"
continues:--" Tbii<,
This, however, is not the case. The
tuna with their axes parallel to the force,
molecules do not tum
molecu!e is acted
,cted on by a force
and this is either because each molecule
tending to preserve it in its original direction, or because :m
an
action of the
equivalent effect is produced by the mutual acLion
entire system.
System of molecules. Weber adopts the former of
the simplest.J)*
simplest."*
these suppositions as tbe
eber supposes a directing force to act in the original
Weber
original
direction of the molecule's axis which continues to act as a
restoring
that direction after the
tbe molecule is disJ'estoring force in that
turbed. This assumed constraint
constraiv.t is quite arbitrary;
arbitrary ; moreover, if
if i~
it were the only constraint,
constraint, there would be no residual
magnetism
magnetism when the deflecting force was withdrawn.
withdrawn. AccordWeber)s theory by introducing
introducing the
ingly, Maxwell modifies Weber's
that when the angle of deflexion exceeds
further assumption that
further
certain limit
limit the molecule begins to take permanent
permanent set.
a certain
The development of this,
tbis, however, does not
not agree
agree well with
with
the facts.
in the sentence I have
have
alternative which is offered in
The alternative
quoted from Maxwell was not
up by
by him,
him, and
and seems
not followed up
to
to have been
been very generolly
gener:dly overlooked, notwithstanding
notwithstanding its
its
obvious freedo,n
freedom from arbitrary
arbitrary assumption.
assumption. Several
Several writers,
writers,
Wiedemann "f
t and
and Hughes
Hughes :~,
t, have
have recognized
recognized the
the
notably Wiedemann
inter-molecular
inter-molecular magnetic
magnetic forces by
by suggestlng
suggesting tl,at
tlrat the
the molemolecules, when
when unacted
unacted on by
by any
any magnetizing
magnetizing force from outoutcules,
side,
or chains,
chains, "" so as to
to satisfy their
their
side, may
muy tbrm
form closed rings,
rings, or

"r

o.. Maxwell,
l\'Iaxwdl, Electricity
Electl-icity and
and Magnetism,
Magneti~m, xol.
vol. Ji.
ii. §§ 443.
443.
af
t Wiedemann,
Wiedemann, Galcanisrnus.
Galmni8mus, 2nd
2nd ed.
ed. vol.
vol. it.
ii. (1)~
(1), p.
p. 373.
373.
:~
t Hughes,
Hughes, Roy.
Hoy. Scc.
Soc. l'r~c.
l'roc. ]~lay
~Jay 10, 1883.
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mutual attraction
attraction by
by the
the shortest
shortest path."
path."'"
But Wiedemann
Wiedemann
mutual
* But
expressly postulates
postulates aa frictional
frictional resistance
resistance to
to rotation,
rotation, which
which
expressly
will prevent
prevent this
this arrangement
arrangement from
from being
being more
more than
than approxiapproxiwill
by
mately attained,
attained, and
and which
which may
may be
be more
more or
or less
less overcome
overcome by
mately
vibration t.t.
vibration
lately commented
commented on
on the
the fact that
that soft iron
iron and
and other
other
II lately
magnetic metals
metals (notably
(notably nickel
nickel under
under particular
particular conditions
conditions
magnetic
+) show aa remarkably
remarkabl.y close approach
approach to
to instability
instability at
at
of strain
strain :~)
of
certain stages in
in the
the magnetizing
magnetizing or demagnetizing
demagnetizing process §.
certain
When the magnetic force reaches a particular
particular value, the
the rate
rate
When
of change
change of magnetism
magnetism with
with respect to change
change of
of force may
may
of
Referring to this
this in
in a paper
paper which
which has
become enormous. Referring
just
/I, Mr. A. E.
E. Kennelly has reverted to the
inst been published t[,
of magnetic
magnetic molecules held
hdd together
togethp.r by the
the
idea of chains
chains of
"idea
inter-molecular magnetic
magnetic forces, and
and contends
contends that
that when such
inter-molecular
ruptured by applying a sufficiently strong
strong external
external
a chain is ruptured
throughout, and the molemagnetic force it will fall to pieces throughout,
magnetic
cular magnets which compose the chain will take their
their alignaligncular
He accordingly sketches what he calls a
ment suddenly. He
ment
magnetization and an adaptation
" chain-theory"
chain-theory" of magnetization
adaptation of the
theory of Hughes, in which, however, he postulates an elastic
resistance to the rotation of the molecules in addition to the
constraint
constraint afforded by their mutual magnetic forces. Mr.
Kennelly's
Kennel]~z's_ remarks are highly
highly_
_ interesting
interesting and suggestive;
sug,,~estive ;
but I do not think
think (for reasons which will appear immediately)
that the notion of closed magnetic chains can be maintained
as a general account of the molecular stmcture
structure of unmagnetized iron.
I have experimented on the subject by making a model
molecular structure consisting of a large number of short
steel bar-magnets, strongly magnetized, each pivoted like a
compass-needle upon a sharp vertical centre and balanced to
swing horizontally. We cannot readily imitate in a model
the two degrees of rotational freedom
freedom possessed
possessed by the axel!
axes of
actual molecular magnets, but a group of magnets swinging
in
in one
one plane gives aa sufficiently
sufficiently good general idea of
of the nature
of
of the equilibrium
equilibrium which is
is brought about
about by inter-molecular
forces,
forces, and the manner in which that equilibrium is
is disturbed
•• Hughes,
Hughes,loco
loe.cit.
cit.
t Wiedemann,
Wiedemann~ Phil.
Phil. Mag.
Mag. July
July 1886,
1886~p.
p. 52;
52; Elektricitiit,
Elektrlcitdt~ vol.
vol, iii.
iii.
§§
§§ 784-785.
784-785.
See aa paper
paperby
by H.
H. Nagaoka,
Nagaoka, Journal
Journal of
of the
the Science
ScienceCollege
Collegeof
of the
tho
t See
University
Universityof
of Tokio,
Tokio,vol.
vol. ii.
it. (1888)
(1888)p.p. 304.
304.
§§ Journal
Journal of
of the
the Institution
Institution of
of Electrical
Electrical Engineers,
Engineers~No.
No. 84
84(1890)
(1890)
pp.38-40.
pp. 38-40.
II]1The
The Electrician,
Electrician~June
June 77 and
and 13,
13,1800.
1890.
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when
when an
an external
external force is applied.
applied. The
The model
model is very
very easily
made.
made. Each
Each magnet
magnet is aa piece
piece of
of steel
steel wire
wire about
about one
one tenth
tenth
of
of an
an inch
inch in
in diameter
diameter and
and two inches
inchea long
long (fig. 1),
1), bent
bent in
in
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Fig. 1.

the
the middle to
to bring
bring the
the centre
centre of
of gravity
gravity below
below the
the point
point of
of
support.
support. The
The hole,
hole, or
or rather
rather recess, for the
the pNot
ph'ot is made
made by
by
aa centre
centre punch:
punch: the
the pivot
pivot itself
itself is aa sewing-needle
sewing-needle fixed
upright
upright in
in aa small
small base-plato
base-plate which
which is
is punched
punched out
out of
of aa sheet
sheet
of
of lead. The
The bars
bars swing
swing with
with hut little
little friction, and
and their
their
pole-strength
pole-strength is
is sufficient to
to make
make the
the mutual
lllutual forces quite
quite
mask
mask the
the earth's
earth's directive
directive force when
when they
they are
are set
set moderately
near
near one
one another.
another. The
The group
group is
is arranged
arranged on aa board
board on
on
which
which lines
lines are
are drawn
drawn to
to facilitate
faciE tate regularity
regularity in
in grouping
grouping
when
when that
that is
is wanted,
wanted, and
and the
the board
board slips
slips into
into aa large
large fi-ame
frame
or
or open-sided
open-sided flat box
box wound
wound round
round the
the top,
top, bottom,
bottom, and
and two
two
sides, with
with aa coil through
through which
which an
an adjustable
adjustable current
current may
may be
be
passed
passed to
to expose
expose the
the group
group to aa nearly
ne<lrly homogeneous external
external
magnetic
magnetic tbrce.
force. The
The coil is wound
wound in
in aa single
slngle very
yery open
open
layer,
layer, through
throngh which
which aa sumciently
sufficiently good
good view
view of
of the
the group
group
inside
inside is
is obtained*.
obtained •. A
A liquid
liquid rheostat
rheostat with
with aa sliding
sliding terminal
terminal
is
is used
used to
to secure
secure continuity in
in varying
varying the
the magnetic
magnetic force.
IIt
t is
is scarcely
scarcely necessary
necessary to
to t~dd
add that
that the
the magnetic
magnetic force which
which
is
is applied
applied to
to the
the group
group is
is too weak
weak to
to have
have any
any material
material effect
on
on the
the magnetism
magnetism of
of individual bars.
bars. It
It al~ers
alters their
their alignalignment
ment only, just
just as
as aa magnetic
magnetic force alters
alters ~he
the alignment
alignment of
of
Weber's
Weber's molecular
molecular magnets.
magnets.
When
When aa number
number of
of these
these magnets
magnets are
are grouped
grouped either
either in
in aa
regular
regular pattern
pattern or
or at
at random,
random, and
and are
are left
left after
after disturbance
disturbance
'" In
In showing
showing the
the experiments,
experiments, the
the board
board with
with the
the man-nets
magnets on
on it
it may,
may,
of
of course,
course, be
be placed
placed in
in clear
clear view
view abo'.e
abo-, e the
the coil
coil;; the
the coil
coil is
is then
then made
made
larger~
larger, or
or aa stronger
stronger current
current is
is used.
used.
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to como
come to rest free from external magnetic force, they of
course assume a form which has no resultant
resultant magnetic moment,
provided the number
number be sufficiently great;
great ; but it is apparent
apparent
that they do not arrange
arrange themselves in closed chains. Any
such configuration would in general be unstable. Many
stable configurations admit of being formed, and if the
magnets are again disturbed and left to settle, the chances are
much against anyone
any one configuration immediately repeating
itself. One general characteristic
characteristic of these configurations is
that
that they contain lines
lines consisting of two, three, or more
magnets, each member of a line being strongly controlled
by its next neighbours in that line, but little influenced by
neighbours which lie off the line on either
either side. Thus, if
there are two magnets simply, they form (as might
might be anticipated) a highly stable pair, thus:thus : -

--

With
With three magnets, two form a line along one side of the
triangle
joining the fixed centres, and the third
triangle joining
third lies parallel,
or nearly so, facing oppositely. Four
Four magnets will usually
form two lines with directions which lie nearly along two
sides of the quadrilateral;
quadrilateral; but diagonally opposite magnets
may pair,
pail', leaving the others unattached.
unattached. Suppose them set
~et
at the corners of a rectangle with unequal sides, they may lie
in any of these forms

-

-->

~-

~--~

--'-

I •\

•

\

•
j

\

"

1

I

\

t

if the inequality in distance be not too great. All these configurations are stable, and the condition of least energy, while
making
making the first of them the most probable, does not prevent
the occasional formation of the others. In
In a long line, the
same condition leads in general to this formation :
: --

but it is by no means uncommon to find a line broken into
two or more sections, thus :
: -Seven magnets grouped so that the centres of six forma
form a

Prof. J.
d. A. Ewing on the Molecular
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regular hexagon, with one in the middle, have a great variety
of possible
possible stable configurations, of which these are examples:-examples:--Fig.
Fig. 2.

/
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Experimental study of the
tile forms which may be assumed
Experimental
by groups, and of the vibrations which may be transmitted
transmitted
through groups, is interesting,
interesting, but to pursue it
{i~would be beside
my present purpose. In all cases, the configuration assumed
by a group is such that
tlmt there is stability for small displacements, but different positions of the group maybe
may be stable in different degrees, and if members of the group be turned through
through
a sufficiently great angle, they become unstable, and fall into a
new position of stability, bringing
bringing about a partial reconstruction of the lines that
that characterize the group. Special interest
attaches to square patterns,
patterns, from the faet
fact that
that iron and nickel
(probably cobalt also) crystallize in the cubic system. In a
square pattern
pattern of many members, we find, in general, lines
running
running parallel with all sides of thesqllare
thesquare when the group
settles without directive force after a disturbance.
J~et the group, or collection of groups, be subjected to an
Let
external magnetic force, .p,
increasing fi'om
from zero.
external
.~, gradually increasing
The first effect is to produce a stable deflexion of all members
except those which lie exactly along or opposite to the
of.p.
giving a small resultant
resultant
direction of
~.
This results in giving
that there was none to begin
moment to the group (assuming that
increase;; at a uniform or very nearly uniform
with), which increases
rate as {)
~ increases. This corresponds to the first stage in
the magnetization
magnetization of iron or other magnetic
magnetic metal (a, fig. 3).
The initial susceptibility is a small finite quantity,
quantity, and it is
sensibly uniform for very small values of .p.
.~.
that, without going
going beyond this stage, we remove
Suppose that,
{);; the molecular magnets,
magnets, not having
having been deflected beyond
the limit
limit of stability, simply return
return to their
their initial
initial places, and
the
there is no residual magnetism.
magnetism. This, again,
again, agrees with the fact
that no residual magnetism
magnetism is produced by very feeble magmagthat
netizing forces. Up
Up to this
this point
point there
there has been no magnetic
magnetic
netizing
But let the value of .~
,p be increased uutil
until any
hysteresis. But

~
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part of the
the group
group becomes unstable,
unstable, and
and hysteresis immediately
immediately
part
At the
the same
same time,there
time, there begins
begins to be aa
into play.
play. At
comes into
susceptibility-that is to
to say, aa
marked augmentation
augmentation of
of Susceptibility--that
marked
at which
which resultant
resultant moment
moment is
marked increase
increase in
in the
the rate
rate at
marked
It is not
not difficult to arrange
arrange groups
groups in
in which
which the
the
acquired. It
acquired.
of
state of
of instability
instability is reached
reached with
with one and
and the
the same value
value of
state
.6 throughout
throughout the
the group.
group. But,
But, in
in general,
general, we shall
shall have
.~
different, elementary
elementary magnets,
magnets, or
or different
different lines
lines of
of them,
them,
different
of.p.
The range
range of
of
reaching instability
instability with
with different
different values of
reachin_~
~ . The
however,which
suffices to bring
bring about
about instability
instability throughthrough•J,3,
~, however,
which'suffices
or nearly
nearly the
the whole, of
of the
the members
members in
in most
most
out the
the whole, or
out
large; we, therefore,
therefore, find in
in the
the action
action of
of the
the
groups is not
not large;
groups
to the
t,he second
secondfltage
3) of
of the
the
analogy to
model aa close analogy
stage (b, fig. 8)
magnetization, in
in which
which the
the magnetism
magnetism rises
rises more
more
process of' magnetization,
stage (a).
(a).
or less suddenly,
suddenly, as well as to the first stage
or
Fig. 3.
Fig.

f

I

/

,
fl[t/q/~

< l r ~ l"<.,/'m<

During the
the second stage
stage (b),
(b), the
the magnetic
magnetic elements
elements fhll
fall for
During
the most
most part
part into
into lines
lines which
which agree
agree more
more or
or less exactly
exactly
the
of ,~.
J,3. If,
If, at
at the
the end
end of
of this
this stage,
stage, we
we
with the
the direction
direction of
with
that aa very large
large proportion
proportion of
of the
the moremove 6J,3,
, we find that
remains;; in
in other
other words,
ment which
which the
the group
group has
has acquired
acquired remains
ment
great deal
deal of
of residual
residual magnetism.
magnetism. To take
take an
an
there is
is aa great
there
have aa group
group lying
lying initially
initially as in
in fig. 4,
4,
instance, suppose we have
instance,
find apply
apply aa magnetic
magnetic force, ~,
4,';, in
in the
the direction
direction sketched,
sketched, the
the
and
(a) deflects all
all the
the molecular
molecular magnets
magnets slightly,
slightly,
stage (a)
first stage
any of
of them
them become unstab]e
unstable;; the
the second
seco~d
without making
making any
without

~12
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Ewing on
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Mole/JUlar
stage (b) brings the molecules into the general direction
shown in fig. 5, or rather that is the direction they assume
Fig. 4.
4.
Fig.
f

•

J
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23 is removed, and the residual magnetism contributed
when ,p
by the group is then the sum of their moments resolved
aiong 23. When,p
When 23 is acting, the components along ,p
23 are
along,p.
slightly greater,
greater, for
for the
the molecules
molecules are
are then
then (stably)
(stably) deflected
deflected
slightly
through aa small
small angle
angle towards
towards the
the line
line of
of ~.
~.
through
Let ~
~ be
be further
further increased-we
increased--we now
now have
have the
the third
third stage
stage
Let
(c) (fig.
(fig. 3),
3), which
which consists
consists in
in the
the closer
closer approach
approach to
to 1Jaturasatura(c)
tion that
that is
is caused
caused by
by the
the molecules
molecules being
being more
more nearly
nearly polled
palled
tion
23 (fig. 6). Whether there will
will be instainsta~into exact line with .I;)
bility during
during the
the deflexion
deflexion of
of them
them from
from the
the lines
lines of
of fig.
fig. 55
bility
will depend
depend on
on the
the closeness
closeness of
of the
the poles,
poles~ and
and on
on the
the inclinainclinawill
tion, of
of the
the lines
lines of
of fig.
fig. 55 to
to the
the direction
direction of.l;)
of $9 (see
(see below).
below).
tion'
In some
some groups
groups saturation
saturation will
will be
be complete
complete with
with aa finite
finite value
value
In
of ~;
23 ; in
in others,
others, it
it will
will only
only be
be closely
closely approximated
approximated to.
to. In
In
of
magnetizing any
any actual
actual specimen
specimen of
of iron,
iron, we
we have,
have, of
of course,
course,
magnetizing
to deal
deal with
with aa multitude
multitude of
of groups
groups the
the lines
lines to
to which
which lie
tie at
at
to
very various
various inclinations
inclinations to.l;).
to 23. If
If we
we remove
remove the
the force,f)
force ,~ at
at
very
point in
in stage
stage c,
c, we
we find
find very
very little,
14tale, if
if any,
any, more
more residual
residual
aa point
magnetism than
than was
was found
found at
at the
the end
end .of
of stage
stage b.
b. The
The
magnetism

Theory of
of Induced
Induced Magnetism.
Magnetism.
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ratio of
of residual
residual to induced
induced magnetism
magnetism is
is aa maximum
maximum about
about
ratio
the end
end of
of stage
stage b,
b~ and
and diminishes
diminishes as
as stage
stage ce pl'oceeds~
proceeds.
the
This~ again,
again, agrees
agrees completely
completely with the observed
observed facts.
facts.
This,
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'13aere
There is some
some hysteresis
hysteresis during
during the
the removal (whether
(whether complete
or partial)
partial) and
and reapplication
reapplication of
of magnetic
magnetic force, because
plete or
(provided
have enough
enough groups
groups to deal with)
with) there
there will be
(provided we have
some lines
lines of elements
elements which
which pass to
to and
and fro through
through a condition
dition of
of instability
instability during
during the
the removal
rl'moval and
and reapplication
reapplication of
of
the
For certain
certain inclinations
inclinations of
of the
the line,
line, the
the movements
movements
the force. For
are
are not
not reversible.
reversible.
Suppose,
that having
having applied
applied and
and removed
removed aa strong
strong
Suppose, next,
next, that
force
, leaving
leaving strong
strong residual
residual polarity,
polarity, we
we begin
begin slowly
slowly
force ~~,
to
~. At
At first,
first, the
the effects
effects are
are slight
slight;; present!y,
presently, howhowto reverse
reverse ~.
ever,
as the
the force
force is
is increased
increased within
within
ever, instability
instability begins,
begins, and,
and, as
aa narrow
we find
find the
the molecules
molecules all
all upset.
upset. This
This is
is
narrow range,
range, we
|bllowed
followed by
by aa stage
stage of
of nearly
nearly elastic
elastic deflexion
deflexion as
as saturation
saturation is
is
al)proached.
the well-known
well-known general
general characteristics
characteri~tics of
of
approached. Thus,
Thus, the
cyclic
cyclic processes
processes are
are all
all reproduced
reproduced in
in the
the model
model (see
(see fig.
fig. 88
below).
below).
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small repeated
repeated cyclic
cyclic change of
of .6
.~(~sup~rposed
superposed
Again, a small
value of .p
,~ produces
produces small
small clmnges
chan~,es of
of'.aggreaggreupon a constant value
which are reversible
reversible if the change
change of .p
@ lS
is very
very
gate polarity, which
Fig. 13.
6.
Fi~.

,

i
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P
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small. This, as Lord Rayleigh has shown',
shown", is ~hat
II hat happens
in a magnetic metal, and the susceptibility ,vitlt
with respect
resppct to
small cyclic changes is small in the model~
model; ,just
just as it is in the
actual solid.
solid.
The chief facts of permeability and ret(~ntiveness,
retl'ntiveness, and
hysteresis generally, are therefore at
at once explicable by supthat Weber's
Weher's molecular magnets ave
are constrained by no
posing that
other forces than
than those due
dlle to their own mutual magnetic
attractions and repulsions. No arbitrary constraining tbrces
torces
are required. In
In the model the centres of rotation are fixed;
in
in regard to the actual solid we may make an
nn equivalent,
eqniyulent
supposition, namely, that
that the distances between the molecuNr
moJeculnr
centres do not
not change (except in
in so far as they may be
changed by
by strain).
strain).
Hysteresis:
not the result of
of any
any quasi-t¥ietional
quasi-frietional
Hysteresis, then,
then, is not
*• Phil. Mag.
Mag. March
March 1887.
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mole.
resistance to molecular rotations; it occurs whenever a mole<Jule turns from one stable position of rest to another through
cule
an unstable eondition.
return, it again
condiffon. When it is forced
forced to return~
passes through a condition of instability. This process, considered mechanically~
mechanically, is not reversible
reversible;; the forces are different
for the same displacement, going and coming, and there is
dissipation of energy. In the model the energy thus expended sets the little bars swinging, and their swings take
some time to subside.
subside. In the actual solid the energy which
nnstable
the molecular magnet loses as it swings through unstable
the
positions generates eddy currents in surrounding matter.
Let the magnets of the model be furnished with air-vanes to
damp their swings, and the correspondence
correspondence is complete.
A regular group of elementary magnets, especially when
furnished with air-vanes, gives a good illustration of what has
been called magnetic viscosity. When the imposed force
force .p
~)
membp,rs of the group
reaches a critical value one of the outer members
round;; its next neigh*
neigh.
becomes unstable, and swings slowly round
bours, finding their stability weakened, follow suit, and the
disturbance spreads through the group in a way eminently
suggestive of those phenomena of time-lag in magnetization
paper*.
which I have described in a former paper
~'.
, The model shows equally well
well other magnetic phenomena
which
depend on the inertia of the molecules,
~
hich presumably depend
such as the fact that a given force
force causes more magnetic
induction when suddenly applied than when gradually applied,
and leaves less residual magnetism when suddenly removed
than when gradually removed.
The well-known effects
effects of mechanical vibration in augment.
augmenting magnetic susceptibility and reducing retentiveness are
wben we consider that vibration will cause
readily explicable when
periodic changes in the distances between molecular centres.
eentres.
This has not only a direct influence in making the molecular
magnets respond more easily to changes of magnetic force by
reducing their stability during the intervals when they recede
from each other, but tends iudirectly
indirectly towards the same result
by setting them swinging.
The effects
effects of temperature which are common to the
thus:-Let any moderate
three magnetic metals may be stated thus:--Let
magnetizing force be applied, not strong enough to produce
anything like an approach to magnetic saturation, and let
the temperature be raised. Then the permeability increases
increases
until the temperature reaches a certain (high) critical value,
at which, almost suddenly,
suddenly~ there is an almost complete dis.
disappearance of magnetic equality. As regards the first effect,
effect,
Soc. Prec.,
1889.
• Roy.
Roy. Soc.
Proc., June 1889.
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it
it isis clear
clear that
that an
an incl'ease
increase of
of permeability
permeability isis to
to be
be expected
expected
from
from the
the theory;
theory ; expansion
expansion with
with rise
rise of
of temperature
temperature involves
involves
aa separation
separation of
of the
the molecular
molecular centres,
centres, and
and therefore
therefore aa reducreduction
almost sudden
tion of
of stability.
stability. As
As regards
regards the
the ahnost
sudden loss
loss of
of
susceptibility
susceptibility which
which occurs
occurs at
at aa high
high tempern~ure,
temperature, it
it may
may do
do
no
no harm
harm to
to hazard
hazard aa rather
rather wild
wild conjecture.
conjecture. We
We may
may suppose
suppose
the
the molecular
molecular magnets
magnets to
to be
be swinging
swinging more
more or
or less,
less, the
the
violence
violence of
of the
the swings increasing
increasing as
as the
the temperature
temperature rises,
rises,
until finally it develops into rotation.
rotation. Should
Should this happen,
all trace of polarity would of course disappear. The conjecture that the molecular magnets oscillate more and more
as the temperature
temperature rises, is at least ~;upported
supported by the fact
flint
(carefully
(carefillly investigated
investigated by Hopkinson·
Hopkinson * in iron and nickel;
nickel ;
data
da~a for cobalt also have lately been supplied by du Bois
Bo~s t)
~)
that
that under
under strong magnetic
magnetic forces rise of temperature
temperature reduces
magnetism;
magnetism ; for with strong
strong forces the molecular magnets
magnets
are already
already ranged
ranged so that
that their
their mean direction
direction is nearly
nearly
parallel
parallel to {):
~ : hence the earlier
earlier effect of heat (to diminish
diminish
stability and facilitate alignment)
and the inaligmnent) does not tell, and
creased swinging
swinging simply results in reducing
reducing the mean
mean value
for each molecule of its moment
moment resolved parallel
parallel to the
magnetizing force.
magnetizing
Hefore
Before referring
referring to effects of stress we may consider shortly
shortly
the stability
stability of a pair
pair or line of
of magnets,
magnets, treating
treating each as a
i~he
pair of poles subject
subject to the law of inverse
inverse squares.
squares. Take
Take first
pair
single pair
pair of
of equal
equal magnets
magnets with
with centres
centres at
at C
C and
and C' (fig. 7).
a single
P' would lie in the line CC
CC',~, but for the imposed
imposed
The poles P P'
which produces
produces a deflexion CC/P
force ~{),, which
CC'P'~ or
or C ( , P = 8 .
Let afA be the
the angle
angle which
which ,~
{) makes
makes with
with the
the line
line of centres,
centres,
Let
the pole-strength,
pole-strength, and
and rr the
the half
half length
length of
of the
the magnetic
magnetic
m the
axis
axis of
of each
each magnet.
magnet. The
The deflecting
deflecting moment
moment is
2~mr
2{)mr sin
sin (~t--O),
(<< - e),
and
and the
the restoring
restoring moment
moment is
m 2 0N
m~CN

c'cp=e.

pp'2 ,
CN
eN being
being drawn
drawn normal
normal to
to PP~.
PP'. The
The restoring
restoring moment
moment at
at
first increases
increases with
with 0,
e, but
but passes
passes aa maximum
maxim UIll at
at aa value
value of
of 0e
first
which
which depends
depends on
on the
the relation
relation of
of ~"
r to
to the
the distance
distance between
between the
the
centres.
centres. The
The condition
condition of
of equilibrium
equilibrium is
is
. a - 0) = m~CN
m 2 0N
2~mr
2{)mr sin
sm ((IX
- 0) = --==.
pp/~
PP'2 ;'
Phil. Trans.
Trans. ]889,
1889, A,
A, p.
p. 443~
443; :Roy.
Roy. Soc.
Soc. Proc.,
Proc., June
June 1888.
1888.
•• Phil.
%
t Phil.
Phil. Mag.
Mag. April
April 1890.
1890.
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Fig.
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and
the equilibrium
becomes neutral~
neutral,
and as
as .p
~ and
and (J0 are
are increased
increased the
equilibrium becomes
that is
to say,
the condition
reached, when
when
that
is to
say, the
condition of
of instability
instability is
is reaehed~
d
.
rn20N
dd m~CN
do {2.pmr sm
sin (oc-(J)}
(z-0)} =
= d(J pp;2'
Thl'se
two equations
to determine
the value
value of
These two
equations serve
serve to
determine the
of .p
~ and
and
which instability
we have
have to
to deal
with aa
of
of (J8 at
at which
instability occurs.
occurs. If
]f we
deal with
to
long line of magnets instead of a single pair, we have to
2
write 2m22 imtead
the restoring
restoring moment.
moment.
write
instead of
of m ~ in
in the
A considerable amount of stable deflexion is possible when
t.he distance
between the
the poles
poles is
not small
with r.
r.
the
distance between
is not
small compared
compared with
When the
the direction
not much
much inclined
to 00'
When
direction of.p
of ~ is
is not
inclined to
CC' (that
(that is,
is,
has aa value
value approaching
there is
no instability.
when IXa has
when
approaching 0)
0) there
is no
instability. In
In
rows with
with various
various inclinations
to .p,
the first
to become
become
rows
inclinations to
~ , the
first to
unstable as .p
~ is increased will be that for which oc-O
a--O is equal
'Jr.
to !½7r.
If
the half
half distance
between the
the poles
poles in
the undeflected
undeflected
If a, the
distance between
in the
r,
there
is
but
little
position,
be
small
compared
with
position, be small cmnpared with r, there is but little deflexion
deflexion
be not
not
before instabilit.y
that case,
provided IXa be
before
instability occurs,
occurs, and
and in
in that
case, provided
small, nor nearly equal to 'Jr,
~r, the occurrence of instability is
defined
by the
the condition
defined by
condition
dd - ON
CN
-=0
d(J
P1:"2 = 0 ,'
dO PP'~
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1
; ep
q~ being
being the
the inclination
inclination
)"2;

which is
is satisfied
satisfied when
when tan
tan 4>=
~b----~
which

of
of PP'
ppr to
to the
the line
line of
of centres.
centres. Hence,
Hence, with
with the
the same
same proviso
proviso
(a
(a not
not nearly
nearly equal
equal to
to 00 or
or to
to 7T'
~r,, and
and a'small
a small compared
compared with
with
r), the
the value
valuB of
of .p
Y9which
which causes
causes the
the instability
instability is
is
r),
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.p=

m
m
a2 sin IXa
6 = 12\1"3.
12~/3.a:
for a single pair of magnets, and twice this quantity for the
middle members of a long row. This is of course least for
to 6 .
magnets which lie normal to.p..
= 7r, instability occurs when
In the special case when a =7T',
1ft
Igt

,p= 8aZ
pair, o r m/4rt
m/4,t 2~ with
witll the row.
with the single pair,or
Applied to the case of a group of rows, uniform in distance
centres, but various as regards their direction
between the centrm~,
~p, these considerations show that after ,p
~ has
with respect to ,p,
reached a value sufficient to make the most susceptible members unstable, no very great increase is required to bring
greater n.umber
number of the other
about instability in by far the greater
rows. One general effect of increasing
increasing the distance between
range of variation of ~
,p within
all the centres is to reduce the range
which most of the different rows become unstable as the force
is progressively increased.
increal'led.
In
In annealed metal, where we may expee~
expect considerable
general
general homogeneity, as regards
regards distance between the centres
of
of the molecular magnets, we find that
that practically
practically the whole
of the abrupt
abrupt stage in the
tbe process of magnetization
magnetization is included
within
within narrow
narrow limits
limits of magnetizing
magnetizing force. We
We accordingly
accordingly
obtain curves like
like A
AA
A (fig. 8).
8).
When
When the
the metal
metal is strained
strained sufflcientl~"
sufficiently to receive permanent
permanent
set
set the
the curves
curves take
take more
more rounded
rounded outlines
outlines (such
(sucb as B B),
B),
showing
showing less susceptibility throughout,
throughout, less residual
residual magmagnetism,
netism, and
and more
more coercive force. The
The most
most natur~l
natur,l1 explanaexplanation
tion of
of ~his,
this, on the
tbe basis of
of the
the molecular
molecular theory,
theory, appears
appears to
to
that se~
set produces
produces on the
the whole aa shortening
shortening of the
the disdisbe that
tances between
between molecular
molecular centres,
centres, hence
hence greater
greater stability
stability and
and
~ances
more
more coercive
coercive force
force;; but
but this
tbis is
is associated
associated with
with heterogeneity,
heterogeneity,
that
that is
is variety
variety in
in the
the distances,
distances, hence
hence the
the rounded
rounded outlines
outlines of'
of
the
the curves.
curves. We
We know
know that
tbat set
set tends
tends to
to develop,
develop, or
or at
at teas~
least to
to
emphasize, heterogeneity
heterogeneity;; for
for instance,
instance, aa bar
bar of
of iron
iron or
or steel
steel
emphasize,
pulled in
in the
the testing-machine
testing-machine stretches
stretches irregularly
irregularly after
after the
the
pulled
elastic
elastic limit
limit is
is passed.
passed.
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The
The effects
effects of
of stress
stress and
and consequent
consequent elastic
elastic strain
strain OIl
on magmagnetic
netic quality
quality are
are so
so complex
complex and
and so
so various
various in
in iron,
iron, nickel,
nickel~
Fig.
Fig. 8.8.

and cobalt, that it
it would be premature
premature to attempt
attempt any
any full
and
the theory now
discussion of them from the point of view of the
general features need be referred
referred to al
at
sketched. Only a few general
present. Some of
of these can
can. be traced
traced experimentally
experimentally in
in the
the
present.
by setting
setting the
the supports
supports of
of the
the magnets
magnets upon
upon a sheet
sheet of
of
model by
thin
thin india-rubber,
india-rubber, which may
may be stretched
stretched or
or distorted
distorted to
to
imitate
imitate the
the conditions
conditions of
of longitudinal
longitudinal or
or torsional
torsional strain.
strain.
When pulling
pulling stress
stress is applied,
applied, those rows of
of molecular
molecular
When
magnets
of the
the
magnets which
which lie more
more or
or less along
along the
the direction
direction of
stress
of the
the
stress have
have their
their stability
stability reduced
reduoed by
by the
the lengthening
lengthening of
lines
centres;; similarly,
similarly, rows
rows which
which lie
lie more
more or
or less
less normal
normal
lines of
of centres
to
to the
the stress
stress have
have their
their stability
stability increased.
increased. The
The resulting
resulting
effect
of the
the material
material will
will depend
depend
effect on
on the
the general
general susceptibility
susceptibility of
Let
on which
which of
of these
these conflicting
conflicting influences
influences preponderates.
preponderates. Let
on
pull
pull be
be applied
applied before
before magnetization
magnetization begins,
begins, while
while the
the metal
metal
isis still
still in
in aa neutral
neutral state.
state. The
The stretching
stretching of
of longitudinal
longitudinal lines
lines
and
not only
only alter
alter the
the
and the
the contraction
contraction of
of transverse
transverse lines
lines will
will not
stability
stability of
of those
those molecules
molecules which
which continue
continue to
to lie
lie in
in their
their
original
but will
will tend
tend to
to make
make the
the members
members of
of those
those
original rows~
rows, but
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rows
rows which
which are
are much
much lengthened
lengthened swing
swing round
round and
and form
form transverse
verse linf\s
lines in
in which
which they
they will be more
more stable
stable than before.
before.
We may
may therefore
therefore reasonably
reasonably expect
expect that the
the permeability
permeability
with regard to strong
strong fields
fields will
will be
be reduced
reduced by pull,
pull~ as
as it
it
actnally
actually is both in iron and in nickel,
nickel, though with re~rdto
regard to
weak fields
fields the permeability
permeability may be increased,
increased, as
as it is III
in iron.
Again, the theory
theory explains well
well why the effects
effects of stre~s
are by no means the same (1) when
when the stress is applied first
first
and the magnetic
magnetic force
force after,
after, and (2)
(2) when
when the magnetic
magnetic for('e
force
.
is appli{',d
~pplied first
first and the stress after.
Let
~et a modemtemagnetizing
moderate magnetizing force
force be applied and then begin
to apply stress. The first effects
large, for the
effects are in general·
general large~
strain precipitates into instability those molecular
molecular magnets
which
which were already on the verge of instability.
irrstabilitv. This is
beautifullybeautifully, apparent in iron (see Phil. Trans. 1885,
18~85, part ii,"
it.,
plates 63 and 64) ; and the theory shows why the first
first effects
effec~
are not reversible, why they do not disappear when the stress
is removed,
removed, and why it is only in subsequent applications and
the magnetic changes become
removals of the stress
st~ress that
that'tbe
cyclic.
cyclic.
The same remark evidently
evidently applies to the first effects
effects of
stress on residual magnetism;
magnetism ; also to the first effects
effects of tem,temperature-change either on induced or residual magnetism.
Again, the theory shows that when a cyclic change of stress
is ]'epeated,
repeated, there will be hysteresis in the corresponding
ma~netism, whether induced or residual, unless
cl!anges
changes of magnetism,
either the cychc
cych~c range is very small or the magnetism approaches saturation. During each application of the stress
tbrough unstable posisome molecular magnets will swing through
tions ;j during the removal of stress they will swing back, but
stress. And it will be characteristic
not at the same values of stress.
of this
tbis hysteresis
bysteresis that the variation in magnetism will begin
cf
fllowly when the change from applying to removing stress, or
~lowly
from removing to applying stress, begins. All this agrees
faets.
with the facts.
that even in the absence of any
Moreover, the theory shows that
resultant magnetization a cycle of stress makes the molecular
configuration pass through a series of changes which will at
but will become cyclic when the stress-cycle
shess-cycle
first not be cyclic, but
is repeated, and in which any intermediate value of the stress
configurations during the
will be associated with different con~gura~ions
In other words, we
parts of the process.
process. In
going and coming parts
that there will be hysteresis in
in the relation of molecular
see that
of stress
stress is repeated.
configuration to stress when a cycle of'
rather obscure efIbcts
effects which have
bave been observed
Hence certain rather
in magnetic experiments; for instance, where
wbere an
an iron wire is
is
in
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loaded and partially unloaded down to a given load before
being magnetized, its permeability is not the same as when
the wire is completely unloaded and reloaded up to the same
load.
toad. Experimental
Experimental results of this kind led me in 1884 to
write ;-"
:---" If
If we apply and remove stress in a wire whose
magnetic state is entirely neutral, we cause
cause some kind of
of molecular displacement
displacement in the relation
relation of
of which
wldeh to the applied stress
The theory now offered shows how this
there is
~s hysteresis."
hystereszs.
happens. Hence also the remarkable hysteresis which the
regard to cyclic
thermoelectric quality of iron exhibits with regard
changes of stress, discovered by Cohn, and more fully described
in
in Phil. Trans. 1886, p. 361. The hysteresis of molecular
configuration with respect to stress has been proved to be
removable or reducible by vibration.
From this theoretical explanation of hysteresis in the effects
of stress, it at once follows
follows that a cyclic change of stress
(provided it be not very small) involves some dissipation of
energy in a magnetic metal, whether the piece be magnetized
or not. We may expect this dissipation to be most considerable under conditions which make the magnetic hysteresis
large. But it will occur even when there is no external trace
of magnetism.
This of course implies that, in a cyclic process of loading
and unloading, work must be spent. There is no perfect
elasticity in a magnetic metal, however slowly the process of
straining
straining be performed. Under any load there is less strain
during
during application
apptiea~ion than
than during
during removal. This is borne out
by experiments on the extension of iron wires (Brit. Assoc.
Report, 1889, p. 502).
The same action occurs to a marked degree in torsional
strains. In
In a twisted specimen there will be a tendency
on the part of the molecular magnets to range themselves
along lines agreeing more or less with the direction of maximum contraction. Alternate
Alternate twisting to opposite sides should
therefore cause much molecular swinging through
through unstable
positions,
energy, even in a piece
positions~ with consequent dissipation of
of'energy,
which is not magnetized.
Without going at present into details,
details~ it may be added that
the phenomena of molecular "accommodatiou»
"accommodation" studied by
Wiedemann
Wiedemann and by H. Tomlinson accord with the theory,
theory~
and that it seems to lend itself well to explain the very
remarkable results which have been obtained by ~qagaoka
Nagaoka t
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in experiments with nickel wire under twist or under a combination of pull and twist. It
It also agrees with what little is
known as to the influence
influence that previous magnetization in one
direction has upon subsequent magnetization in another
direction.
To sum up, I have endeavoured to show:show : - (1) That in considering the magnetization of iron and other
magnetic metals to be caused by the turning of permanent
molecular magnets, we may look simply to the magnetic
forces
forces which the molecular magnets exert on one another as
the cause of their directional stability. There is no need to
suppose the existence of any quasi-elastic directing force
ibrce or of
any quasi-frictional resistance to rotation.
(2) That the intermolecular magnetic forces
forces are sufficient
sui~cient
to account for all the general characteristics of the process of
magneti7.ation,
magnetization, including the variations of susceptibility which
occur as the magnetizing force
force is increased.
(3) That the intermolecular magnetic forces
forces are equally
equalIy
competent to account for the known facts of retentiveness and
m~gnetic
coercive force and the characteristics of cyclic magnetic
processes.
~he dissipation
dissipation of energy
(4) That magnetic hysteresis and the
which hysteresis involves are due to molecular instability
resulting from intermolecular magnetic actions, and are not
due to anything in the nature of frictional
f'rictional resistance to the
rotation of the molecular magnets.
(5) That this theory is wide enough to admit explanation
of the differences
differences in magnetic quality which are shown by
different substances or by the same substance in different
diflbrent
states.
(6) That it accounts in a general way forthe
for the known effects
effects
of vibration, of temperature, and of stress
s~ress upon magnetic
quality.
(7) That in particular it accounts for the known fact that
there is hysteresis in the relation of magnetism to stress.
(8) That it further explains why there is, in magnetic
metals, hysteresis in physical quality generally with respect
to stress, apart from the existence of magnetization.
~lllY (not very small) cycle of
(9) That, in consequence,
consequence, any
stress occurring in a magnetic metal involves dissipation of
energy.

